Recently in [8] an ergodic control problem for a class of diffusion processes, constrained to take values in a polyhedral cone, was considered. The main result of that paper was that under appropriate conditions on the model, there is a Markov control for which the infimum of the cost function is attained. In the current work we characterize the value of the ergodic control problem via a suitable Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation. The theory of existence and uniqueness of classical solutions, for PDEs in domains with corners and reflection fields which are oblique, discontinuous and multi-valued on corners, is not available. We show that the natural HJB equation for the ergodic control problem admits a unique continuous viscosity solution which enables us to characterize the value function of the control problem. The existence of a solution to this HJB equation is established via the classical vanishing discount argument. The key step is proving the pre-compactness of the family of suitably re-normalized discounted value functions. In this regard we use a recent technique, introduced in [4], of using the Athreya-Ney-Nummelin pseudo-atom construction for obtaining a coupling of a pair of embedded, discrete time, controlled Markov chains.
Introduction
In a recent work [8] an ergodic control problem for a class of constrained diffusion processes, in polyhedral cones, was studied. Such constrained diffusion processes are common in the heavy traffic analysis of queuing networks coming from problems in computer, communications and manufacturing systems. The control of such queuing systems and the corresponding limit diffusions is of significant interest (cf. [18] , [16] , [17] , [15] , [19] ). The domain G ⊂ IR k , which is the state space of the controlled Markov process, is given as an intersection of N half spaces G i ; i = 1, · · · N . Associated with each G i is a vector d i which defines the "direction of constraint" in the relative interior of ∂G i . At a point x ∈ ∂G where several faces meet, there is more than one possible direction of constraint, in fact the set of permissible directions is a cone denoted by d (x) . Roughly speaking, the constrained version of a given unrestricted trajectory in IR k is obtained by pushing back the trajectory, whenever it is about to exit the domain, in one of the permissible directions of constraint using the minimal force required to keep the trajectory inside the domain. Precise definitions will be given in Section 2. The constraining mechanism is described via the notion of a Skorohod problem. Under appropriate conditions on (d 
it follows from the results in [12] that one can define the "Skorohod map", denoted as Γ(·) which takes an unrestricted trajectory ψ(·) and maps it to a trajectory φ (·) . = Γ(ψ)(·) such that φ(t) ∈ G for all t ∈ (0, ∞). The controlled constrained diffusion process that we will study is obtained as a solution to the equation: where the limit above is taken almost surely and k : G × U → IR is a suitable map. In control theory, one of the most desirable features of a good control is that it should depend only on the current value of the state and not on the whole history of the state and/or the control process. Namely, one is interested in obtaining controls u(·) such that there exists some measurable map v : G → U satisfying u(t) = v(X(t)), a.s. for all t ∈ [0, ∞). Under such a control the solution to (1.1) becomes a Markov process and for this reason the map v(·) is referred to as a "Markov control". The main result of [8] is that, under appropriate conditions on the model, (Conditions 2.2, 2.4, 2.5, 2.8) there is a Markov control for which the infimum of the cost in (1.2) is attained.
X(t) = Γ X(0)
The other important goal in stochastic control theory is the characterization of the value function of the control problem via a suitable Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation. For unconstrained diffusions this problem has been extensively studied and we refer the reader to [5] for a detailed account. For the controlled Markov processes in the present work, the problem is quite challenging since the domain in which the process is constrained to lie is not smooth (because of the corners where the faces meet) and the reflection field is oblique, discontinuous and multi-valued at the boundary points which lie on more than one face. The theory of existence and uniqueness of classical solutions for PDEs in such domains is not available. However, using the fundamental ideas of Crandall and Lions [11, 20] , Dupuis and Ishii [13] have developed existence and uniqueness theory of viscosity solutions for fully nonlinear second order elliptic PDEs on such domains. In this work we will show that the value of the ergodic control problem introduced above can be characterized via the unique viscosity solution of an appropriate HJB equation. The usual approach to the HJB equation for the ergodic control is via the "vanishing discount method" (cf. [10, 7, 5, 3] ). In this approach one first studies the value function V α (x) of the discounted control problem:
where α ∈ (0, ∞), the infimum is taken over all admissible controls u and X x (·) is the solution of (1.1)
where
. Using results of [13] we will show that the value function V α (x) is the unique viscosity solution (see Definition 3.3) of the following HJB equation.
where In(x) .
We remark that the work [13] considers the case where the domain is bounded, however by a slight modification the techniques there can be used to cover the case in the present work.
In order to study the HJB equation of the ergodic control problem, we need to take the limit as α → 0. The key step in this program is to show that the family:
is pre-compact in C(G). The classical derivation (see Theorem VI.3.1 of [5] ) of such a result makes use of certain gradient estimates on V α (x), uniform in α, which we are unable to prove for the model considered in the present work. Another approach based on viscosity solutions, taken in [3] , proves the above pre-compactness by making some strong stability assumptions on the model (a restoring force towards bounded sets that grows without bound as |x| → ∞) which are not satisfied in the current setup because of the radially homogeneous nature of the problem. In the present work we prove the pre-compactness of the family in (1.6) by using the Athreya-Ney-Nummelin pseudo-atom construction which was recently introduced in the context of partially observed ergodic control problems in [4] . Using this construction, the pre-compactness of the family of (re-normalized) discounted value functions for a partially observed control problem was proved in [6] . One of the key requirements for the coupling methods used in the above cited works to work, is the existence of a suitable Lyapunov function for the underlying controlled Markov processes. For the processes considered in the present work, the existence of such a Lyapunov function was proved in [1] . Using this Lyapunov function one can show that a Foster type drift criterion is satisfied for an appropriate embedded discrete time controlled Markov chain. This, along with the pseudo-atom construction enables us to show that the coupling time, for two embedded controlled Markov chains driven by the same control and noise processes but two different initial conditions, has finite expected value. The above step is the main ingredient to the proof of the pre-compactness of (1.6).
Once the pre-compactness is proved, one can take the limit of (αV α (0), V α (·)), along a subsequence, as α → 0. Then by stability (under perturbations) properties of viscosity solutions it follows that the limit, denoted as (ρ, V (·)) is a viscosity solution of the HJB equation for the ergodic control problem (see (5.28) ). The rest of the work involves showing that this equation admits a unique solution and that ρ is the infimum, over all admissible controls, of the cost function in (1.2).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present some preliminary definitions and known results that will be used in this work. Section 3 is devoted to showing that the value function of the discounted cost problem is the unique solution of the HJB equation in (1.5) . In Section 4 we present the pseudo-atom construction and use it to show the pre-compactness of the family in (1.6). In Section 5, by taking limit as α → 0 we obtain a viscosity solution of the HJB equation for the ergodic control problem. Finally, we characterize the value function by showing that the equation admits a unique viscosity solution.
Preliminaries and Background Results.
Let G ⊂ IR k be a polyhedral cone with the vertex at origin given as the intersection of half spaces 
on which there is a unique solution to the Skorohod problem we define the Skorohod map (SM) Γ as Γ(ψ) .
is the unique solution of the Skorohod problem posed by ψ. The following is the key assumption made in [8] on the data defining the Skorohod problem.
Condition 2.2 (a) There exists a compact, convex set
An important consequence of the above assumption is the regularity of the Skorohod map in the following sense. 
In rest of the paper Condition 2.2 will always be taken to hold. We refer the reader to [14] for sufficient conditions and examples for which the above condition holds. We will also assume without loss of generality that K ≥ 1.
We now introduce the controlled constrained diffusion processes that will be studied in this paper. Throughout this paper we will assume the relaxed control framework, i.e. there is a compact metric space S such that the control set is U . = P(S) (the space of all probability measures on S endowed with the weak convergence topology). All topological spaces in this paper will be endowed with their natural Borel σ-field. For a topological space K, we will denote its Borel-σ field by B(K). The space of all real, measurable and bounded functions defined on K will be denoted as BM (K), the subset of BM (K) consisting of continuous functions will be denoted by C b (K) and the space of all probability measures on (K, B(K)) will be denoted by P(K). The space P(K) will be endowed with the weak convergence topology. For A ∈ B(K), I A (·) will denote the indicator function of the set A. Also, we will denote by C 2 b (G) the space of real valued, bounded and twice continuously differentiable functions on G. By a filtered probability space: (Ω, F, P, (F t )) we will mean a probability space (Ω, F, P ) endowed by a filtration (F t ) t≥0 satisfying the usual hypothesis. A pair of stochastic processes (u(·), W (·)) defined on some filtered probability space: (Ω, F , P, (F t )) is said to be an admissible pair if: W (·) is a F t -standard Wiener process and u(·) is a U valued, measurable, {F t } adapted process.
We will consider controlled constrained diffusion processes of the form defined in (1.1), where for
Condition 2.4 There exists r ∈ (0, ∞) such that (i) b is a continuous map and for all x, y ∈ G and α
We will also assume the following nondegeneracy assumption on σ.
Condition 2.5 There exists
In the rest of the paper, in addition to Condition 2.2, the Conditions: 2.4 and 2.5 will also be assumed to hold. Under these conditions, it follows via the Lipschitz property of the Skorohod map and the usual fixed point arguments that, (1.1) admits a unique strong solution (cf. Theorem 2.6 [8] ). If X(·) solves (1.1) then (cf. Theorem 3.5.1 [18] ) there exist continuous, increasing F t adapted processes
The following lemma essentially says that in considering admissible controls, we can without loss of generality restrict ourselves to controls that are adapted with respect to the filtration generated by (X(·), Y (·)). The proof is similar to Theorem 1.2.2 (p. 18) of [5] and is therefore omitted. Lemma 2.6 Let (Ω, F, {F t }, P ) be a filtered probability space on which is given an admissible pair (u(·), W (·)). Let X(·) be a solution to (1.1) with the corresponding boundary processes
2). Then there exists a enlargement (Ω, F , {F t }, P ) of the above probability space on which is given a {F t } Wiener processW (·) and P(S) valued measurable stochastic processũ(·) such that for a.e. t ∈ [0, ∞)ũ(t) is F X,Y t measurable (ũ is called a feedback control) , where
Henceforth, without loss of generality, we will assume that all controls are feedback controls. Next we introduce Markov controls. We begin with the following definition. 
Definition 2.7 Let v : G → U be a measurable map. We say that the equation
With an abuse of terminology, the map v will be referred to as a 'Markov control'. Under the standing assumptions of this paper there is a unique weak solution for (2.3) and denoting the law of the solution process X(·), when X(0) = x a.s., by P v x it can be shown that {P v x } x∈G is a strongly Feller Markov family (cf. Theorem 2.9 [8] ).
We will call a Markov control v a stable Markov control (SMC) if the corresponding Markov family {P v x } x∈G is positive recurrent and has a unique invariant measure. We will now present the blanket stability condition, introduced in [8] under which all Markov controls are stable.
Define
The cone C was used to characterize stability for a certain class of constrained diffusion processes in [9, 2] . Let δ ∈ (0, ∞) be fixed. Define the set
The blanket stability condition below, which will be assumed throughout this paper, stipulates the permissible drifts in the underlying diffusion.
Under the assumptions made above the results of [2] show that all Markov controls are SMC, namely: Using these stability properties, the following result on the existence of an optimal Markov control was proved in [8] .
Theorem 2.10 There exists a Markov control v(·) such that if for some µ ∈ P(G), X(·) is the corresponding process solving (2.3) (with v there replaced by v)
, on some filtered probability space, with the probability law of X(0) being µ then: 3 The Discounted Cost Problem.
One of the important goals in optimal control theory is to derive the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation for the value function and characterize the value function as the unique solution (in an appropriate class) of the PDE. The classical approach to the HJB equation for the ergodic control is by the "vanishing discount method" (cf. [10, 7, 5, 3] ). In this approach the first step is to study the value function V α (x) of the discounted control problem defined via (1.3). In this section we will characterize the value function V α (x) via a suitable HJB equation.
With an abuse of notation we will write for α ∈ S, (Lf )(x, δ {α} ), merely as (Lf )(x, α), where δ {α} denotes the probability measure concentrated at the point α. Thus with this notation, for (
The natural HJB equation associated with the control problem (1.3) is the one given in (1.5). Theory of classical solutions for such a PDE is not available, and therefore we will consider solutions in the viscosity sense [11, 20, 13] . We begin with the following proposition. The proof is identical to Theorem III.2.1 of [5] and, therefore, is omitted.
) be given as a solution of (2.2) with X(0) ≡ x. Let η be stopping time with respect to the natural filtration of (X x (·), Y x (·)). Then one can prove the following dynamic programming principle, exactly along the lines of Theorem III.1.3 of Borkar (cf. comments above equation (III.1.8)).
where the infimum is taken over all feedback controls u. The following lemma will be useful in controlling the reflection term (Y (·)) in (2.2).
, which is independent of the initial condition x, the control process u and
An application of Itô's formula yields that for all i ∈ {1, 2,
The result now follows on recalling that g is in C 2 b (G), and using the boundedness of b, σ, BurkholderGundy inequalities, Lipschitz property of the Skorohod map and Gronwall's inequality.
Next we say what we mean by the viscosity solution of (1.5). Denote by S k the space of k × k real symmetric matrices. Let 
We now have the following result.
Theorem 3.4 The value function V α defined via (1.3) is a viscosity solution of (1.5).
Proof. Let x 0 ∈ G and ψ ∈ C 2 (G), be such that x 0 is a strict maximum point of V α − ψ. We will show (3.6) holds with φ there replaced by
where the first inequality follows from the dynamic programming principle (3.1) and the second inequality uses the minimality of κ. The above inequality yields
Taking limit as h → 0 in the above inequality, using Proposition 3.1 and Itô's formula we have that
We will now show that for every i ∈ {1, · · · N }.
Clearly (3.8) and (3.9) will prove that (3.6) holds (with φ replaced by V α ). Now suppose that i ∈ {1, · · · N } is such that d i , Dψ(x 0 ) < 0. Then there exists > 0 such that
h 5/2 = 0, for a suitable constant C, where the second inequality follows on applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Chebychev's inequality; the final inequality follows on using the Lipschitz property of the Skorohod map, boundedness of drift and diffusion coefficients and Burkholder-Gundy inequalities. This proves (3.9) and hence part 1. of Definition 3.3.
Next let ψ ∈ C 2 (G), be such that x 0 is a strict minimum point of V α − ψ. To complete the proof we need to show that (3.7) holds with φ there replaced by V α . From (3.1) we have that
Let u (·) be a feedback control such that
where X x0, (·) solves (1.1) with u(·) there replaced by u (·) and X(0) ≡ x. Let κ be as before. Then
Dividing by and taking limit as → 0, we have
The last step follows on using the continuity and / or Lipschitz properties of k, Lψ, σ, b and observing that lim sup
where the supremum on the right side is taken over all admissible controls. Thus we have that
From the above inequality one can prove part 2. of Definition 3.3 exactly in the way part 1. was proved from (3.8). This proves the theorem. Next, we will show that under the standing assumptions of this paper, there is a unique viscosity solution of (1.5). We begin by considering the following equation.
φ(x) = ψ(x); x ∈ ∂B n (3.11)
Definition 3.5 We say that φ ∈ C b (G) is a viscosity solution of (3.11) if 1. and 2. in Definition 3.3 hold for all
For x ∈ B n , let X x (·) be given as a solution of (1.1) with X(0) ≡ x and some admissible pair (u(·),
and define
where the infimum above is taken over all admissible controls. The existence part of following result is proved exactly as Theorem 3.4. The proof of uniqueness, essentially, follows from results in [13] . A sketch of the argument is provided in the Appendix for reader's convenience. Theorem 3.6 Let α ≥ 0 and let V n (·) be defined via (3.13) . Then V n (·) is the unique viscosity solution of (3.11 ).
An immediate consequence of the above theorem is the following result.
Theorem 3.7 Let α ∈ (0, ∞). Then V α (·) defined via (1.3) is the unique viscosity solution of (1.5).
Proof. From Theorem 3.4 we know that V α (·) is a viscosity solution of (1.5). Now letṼ be another viscosity solution of (1.5). Let τ n (x) be defined via (3.12). Define
where the infimum is taken over all admissible controls. From Theorem 3.6, φ is the unique viscosity solution of (3.11), with ψ there replaced byṼ . However, sinceṼ solves (1.5), clearly, it is also a solution of (3.11) (once more with ψ there replaced byṼ ). Thus we have that φ =Ṽ and sõ
Also from (3.1) we have that the above equality holds withṼ replaced by V α . Thus we have that for x ∈ G and n large enough so that
where the supremum in the above display is taken over all admissible controls. Using the boundedness of the drift and diffusion coefficients and the Lipschitz property of the Skorohod map, it follows that sup(IE(e −ατn(x) )) → 0 as n → ∞. This shows thatṼ (x) = V α (x) for all x ∈ G.
The Vanishing Discount Limit.
In this section we will show that if V α is given via (1.3) and V α (x) . = V α (x) − V α (0); x ∈ G, then the family {V α ; α ∈ (0, ∞)} is pre-compact in C(G). We begin, following [4] , by an embedding of the continuous time control problem in a discrete time control problem. Define
We endow U with the coarsest topology under which , for every e ∈ L 2 [0, 1] and f ∈ C b (S), the map
be the class of all probability measures which correspond to the probability law of some admissible pair (u(t), W (t)) 0≤t≤1 . It follows from [5] , Chapter 1, thatΦ is a compact metric space.
Letφ ∈Φ and let (u(·), W (·)) be the corresponding admissible pair on a filtered probability space (Ω, F , P, (F t )). Definek
where X x (·) is given as a solution of (1.1) with X(0) ≡ x. Then settingα . = e −α we have that
where for n ∈ IN 0 , φ n is the conditional law of (u(n + s), W (n + s) − W (n)) 0≤s≤1 given F n and X x n . = X x (n). Note that φ n is a sequence of F n measurable,Φ valued random variables. We will call the sequence {φ n } as the admissible control sequence corresponding to the admissible pair (u(·), W (·)).
We now introduce a controlled probability transition kernel on H . = G × G, defined as follows. For x ≡ (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ H and φ ∈Φ, let p(x, φ, dy) ∈ P(H) be defined as: 16) where for i = 1, 2, X xi 1 = X xi (1) and (X xi (t)) 0≤t≤1 is given via (1.1) with X(0) = x i and an admissible pair (u(t), W (t)) 0≤t≤1 having the probability law φ. For future reference we also introduce a controlled probability transition kernelp (x 1 , φ, dy 1 ) , on G, given as follows 
(c) There exists c ∈ (0, ∞) such that Df (x) · r ≤ −c, for r ∈ C(δ) and x ∈ G \ {0}, and Df
Using the above theorem we can now prove the following result. 18) where B .
Proof. An application of Itô's formula gives that
Conditioning with respect to F n and using part (c) and (d) of Theorem 4.1, we have that
From the above display and (4.19) we have that
Using the boundedness of the drift and diffusion coefficients we can find such that
also without loss of generality we can assume that 0 is large enough so that
Using these bounds in the above display, we have that
The result now follows on setting c 0 = c 4 and M 0 = |g| ∞ . Now let x 1 , x 2 ∈ G and fix an admissible pair (u(·), W (·)) and the corresponding control sequence {Φ n } on some filtered probability space (Ω, F, {F t }, P ). Define for i = 1, 2, X xi (·) via (1.1) using the admissible pair (u(·), W (·)) and with X(0) = x i , respectively. It is easy to see that if
n , X x2 n )} is a H valued controlled Markov chain, starting at x, with the controlled probability transition kernel p(x, φ, dy) and the control sequence {Φ n }. Also, it is easy to see that X x1 n is a G valued controlled Markov chain, starting at x 1 , with the controlled probability transition kernel p(x 1 , φ, dy 1 ) and the control sequence {Φ n }. The Pseudo-Atom Construction. We will now proceed, as in [4] , to adapt the Athreya-NeyNummelin construction of a pseudo-atom to the current problem. Let H . = G × G and B be as in the statement of Theorem 4.2. Define B * . = B × B and let
Using the uniform non-degeneracy of the diffusion coefficient in (1.1), it follows that there exists 0 < δ
On a suitable probability space (Ω * , F * , P * ), define a H * valued controlled Markov chain:
, with aΦ valued control process φ * n so that:
(1). The controlled transition kernel of Z n is given as follows.
where y ≡ (y, j) ∈ H * .
(2). The initial distributions are given as follows.
. The control sequence {φ * n } is given as follows.
(4.24)
The above construction assures that the probability laws of {X *
1 is an accessible atom of {Z n } in the sense of [21] . One can now show, in a similar manner as in Lemma 3.3 of [4] , that the hitting time of B * 1 by the controlled Markov chain {Z n } has a finite expected value.
where the inner supremum is taken over all admissible control pairs.
Proof. Let F be as in Theorem 4.1 and let (X x (t)) 0≤t≤1 be given via (1.1) with X(0) = x and admissible pair (u(t), W (t)) 0≤t≤1 having the probability lawφ. Note that since for x, y ∈ G, |F (x) − F (y)| < L|x − y|, we have from the boundedness of the drift and diffusion coefficients that
Now fix δ 0 ∈ (0, 1) and set V(y) . = e δ0F (y) , y ∈ G. Then as in Theorem 16.3.1 of [21] , one has that for all x ∈ B c .
IE(V(X
for some ξ ∈ (0, 1) and C 1 , C 2 ∈ (0, ∞) which are independent of δ 0 . Now choose δ 0 small enough so that 1 − C 1 δ 0 + C 2 δ 2−ξ 0 < 1. Then we have that, there exists β ∈ (0, 1) and b ∈ (0, ∞) such that for all
The result now follows as in Lemma 3.3 of [4] .
We now prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.4 For every
Proof. We begin by observing that
where the supremum on the right side is taken over all admissible pairs (u(·), W (·)). From (4.15) we have that the term on the right side above can be written as
where {φ n } is the admissible control sequence corresponding to the admissible pair (u(·), W (·)). Now from the above pseudo-atom construction we have that the above display equals:
Let τ ≡ τ (x 1 , x 2 ) be as in Theorem 4.3. Then the above expression can be written as
Observing that for m ∈ IN ,X * τ +m andX * τ +m have the same conditional law, given Γ * τ we have that T 1 = 0. Next using the boundedness ofk α we have that 
for suitable constants C * , C * i , i = 1, 2, where the last step follows on using Gronwall's inequality. Using this in (4.26) we have that, there exist C 1 , C 2 ∈ (0, ∞) such that
This proves the result. An immediate consequence of the above result is the following Corollary. 
where the second limit is taken uniformly on compact sets of G.
A viscosity solution to the above equation is defined in a similar manner as is defined for (1.5) in Definition 3.3. We begin with the following result.
Theorem 5.1 Let (V, ρ) be given via (5.27 ). Then V is a viscosity solution to (5.28 ) with ρ * = ρ.
Proof. The proof is a slight variation of the arguments in [20, 3] .
Define F * and F * as maps from G × IR × IR k × S k to IR, via (3.4) and (3.5) with F α there replaced by F . Fix x 0 ∈ G and let ψ ∈ C 2 (G) be such that x 0 is a strict maximum point of V − ψ. We will like to show that
Using the fact that V n converges to V uniformly on compacts, we can find a N 0 ∈ (0, ∞) and a sequence {x n } ⊂ G such that x n → x 0 and x n is a local maximum of V n (·) − ψ(·) for all n ≥ N 0 . From Theorem 3.4 we then have that
Then from (5.31) we have that
uniformly on compacts, we have that
Also the lower semi-continuity property of In(·) implies that
Using the above two displays in (5.31) we have (5.30).
In a similar manner one shows that for all x 0 ∈ G and ψ ∈ C 2 (G), such that x 0 is a strict maximum point of V − ψ, we have that
This proves the result. We now characterize the value of the ergodic cost problem via the solution of (5.28). We will denote the right side of (2.6) by ρ. Proof. We begin by noting that, for all r ∈ (0, ∞),
This, in view of Theorem 3.7 implies that for all
where the infimum is taken over all admissible pairs (u(·), W (·)). Next let v : G → U be as in Theorem 2.10 and let η v be as in Theorem 2.9. Then, we have that Proof of Theorem 3.6. As stated above Theorem 3.6, the proof that V n (·) defined via (3.13) is a viscosity solution of (3.5), follows exactly as the proof of Theorem 3.4. Now let V 1 (·) and V 2 (·) be two viscosity solutions of (3. Then noting that U γβ (x) − V γβ (x) ≤ 0 for all x ∈ ∂B n , it follows through standard maximum principle arguments that κ 0 = (U γβ (z) − V γβ (z)), for some z ∈ ∂G ∩ B n . (6.41)
We now show that (6.41) leads to a contradiction. Let F be as in (3.3) . Then by using the boundedness and Lipschitz property of the coefficients one can show that the following hold.
• There is a function Also, using (6.51) we have that for small enough and i ∈ In(z) where the second inequality is obtained from (6.52) while the third inequality is obtained from (6.53).
Taking limit as → 0 we get that α(u(z) − v(z)) ≤ 0 which contradicts with (6.40) and (6.41 ). This shows that (U γβ (x) − V γβ (x)) ≤ 0 for all x ∈ G ∩ B n . Taking limit as β → 0, we see that V 2 (x) ≤ V 1 (x) for all x ∈ G ∩ B n . Reversing the roles of V 1 and V 2 we see that, we must have V 2 (x) = V 1 (x) for all x ∈ G ∩ B n .
